
Williams’ Book-of-Choice “Scavenger Hunt” 

On your own sheet of paper, you are to complete the “hunt and capture” of literary term examples. 

I. THE HUNT - Silently, read your “Book of Choice” in class during the uninterrupted 20 

minute time limit.  

If you don’t have your book in class, you can only earn a 50. You will need to create your 

own examples. Use the notes or dictionaries for help -- not my book or a neighbor’s. Your 

ten examples will be worth 5 points. 

II. THE CAPTURE - Once the twenty minutes are up, in the last half of class, you need to 

monitor your volume while you finish documenting examples of the literary terms that you 

have stumbled upon during reading. Before the bell, capture the amount you need to earn 

the grade you want. 

EACH QUOTE WILL BE WORTH 10 Points. You need at least ten to be correct in order to make a 100 for 

a minor grade. I have listed more than 10 just in case your book may not cover one during your twenty 

minute reading time. They can only be used once. Note to the wise - you can make note of them as you 

read to ensure that you have what you need for the last half of class versus wait to the last minutes. 

HUNT FOR EXAMPLES OF THESE LITERARY TERMs 
Alliteration                           Characterization                                Conflict: man vs. self 
Conflict: man vs. man        Conflict: man vs. society                   Conflict: man vs. nature 
Foreshadowing                   Hyperbole                                            Imagery 
Irony                                     Metaphor                                            Motif                                                              
Paradox                                Onomatopoeia                                   Paradox                                                   
Personification                    Pun                                                       Rhetorical Question                              
Sarcasm                                Sensory Imagery(5 senses)               Simile                                                            
Symbolism                           Theme                                                  *add your own (--------------------)     

 

EXAMPLES OF FORMATING ON YOUR OWN SHEET ARE BELOW 

Heading: fill yours out pertaining to your book 

Book_Bevery Moody Takes on America Author Fran Sage  Rd pgs from 30 to 50  

LOG LITERARY TERM QUOTE EXAMPLES like this 

NOTES: You can use ellipses to narrow your quote down to what is really needed. 

1. Literary Term    personification          Page __52__ 

“My life came to a screeching halt…Flashing before my 
eyes, I saw my world, my son – someone who would never see 
the sun dance again if we didn’t make it out of this...crash.” 
 


